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UTC model
•

Developed within Rolls-Royce for 30 years
– A few selected partners
• Each within a special area of interest to Rolls-Royce
• High quality scientific standards and track record
• Long term engagement and well defined contact points for interaction
• About 30 world-wide supporting around 400 PhD students

•

Chalmers UTC formally founded in 2002
– Supported the marine business together with Trondheim UTC
– First outside aero and first outside UK

•

Inherited by Kongsberg after the transition

UTC model
•

Good benefits for the university
– Creates critical mass and long term planning
– Access to industrial problems and relevance for research
– Clear route to utilisation

•

And for Kongsberg
– Access to highly skilled scientist who know the industrial problem at hand
– Insight into world-wide research development and network
– Pool of recruitment
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Interactive Evolutionary Algorithms for Performance Blades
Background
–

Propeller blade design complex design task
• Multiobjective
• Complex constraints
• Short design time frame

Manual design
Objective 2

•

Objective 1

• No advanced simulations tools possible

•

•

Automated optimisation

Research objectives
–

Improve useability of automated optimisation

–

Algorithms that recognise user expertise

Research methodology
–
–

Investigation of defining expertise
interaction
Development of IEA to facilitate problem
set-up and convergence
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Interactive Evolutionary Algorithms for Performance Blades
•

Example scenario
–

Propeller optimisation
for two operating
conditions

–

Can the user guide the
optimisation algorithm to
a particular regione?
A. Sinha et al. / European Journal of Operational Research 233 (2014) 674–688

Fig. 1. Progressively interactive approach to handle a multi-objective optimization
problem.
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interaction with the DM. Deb et al., 2006 used the concept of the
reference point, but did not apply an Achievement Scalarizing
Function; they rather used a weighted Euclidean distance to rank
population members. In a later study, Thiele et al., 2009 implemented a similar idea using the Achievement Scalarizing Function.
Another simple algorithm based on this approach is to modify
dominance based on ranks obtained for a few alternatives from
the DM. Such an approach was used by Greenwood, Hu, and
D’Ambrosio, 1996 in their study. Tiwari, Wiecek, and Fadel, 2008
used pre-determined preference cones in an evolutionary algorithm to converge to a part of the Pareto-optimal frontier. They
considered two objective test problems in their study.
Information in an apriori approach is elicited towards the
beginning, therefore, the solution obtained after executing the
algorithm is usually not the best solution and may not even be
close to the most preferred solution. The preference structure of
the DM at the beginning might be different from the preference
structure at the Pareto-optimal front. Therefore, the approach is
highly error prone, as even slight deviations in providing preference information at the beginning may lead to entirely different
solutions.

Ship scale performance predictions
•

Background
– Contractual agreements based on
experimental tests
– Scale effects significant
– Ship scale prototype tests not possible

•

Research objectives
– Develop reliable tools for ship scale predictions
– Improved understanding of impact on design of
marine propulsion systems

•

Research methodology
– Mapping of effects by CFD
– Energy loss analysis to generalise findings

Ship scale performance predictions
•

CFD metodology
– Resolution requirements,
computational costs, reliability
– Surface roughness, geometrical
details (welding, thrusters, etc.)

Effects on performance
– Resistance & wake
– Flow alignment for appendages,
ESDs
– Propeller performance
– Cavitation nuisance
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Assessment of risk of cavitation erosion
•

Background
– Cavitation
• Needed for sufficient performance, but
• Too much yields performance loss
• Wrong type yields material damage

•

Research objectives
– Improve computational prediction of cavitation
– Make risk assessment possible at early design stage

•

Research Methodology
– Create understanding for mechanisms of erosive
cavitation
– Develop model for material damage

Assessment of risk of cavitation erosion
•

Trace cavity dynamics – model energy transfer to material – mark erosion risk

Numerical simulation

Erosion model

Areas with high risk of
cavitation erosion

Assessment of risk of cavitation erosion
•

Trace cavity dynamics – model energy transfer to material – mark erosion risk
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